
 

 
Advanced Emergency Medical Technician (A-
EMT) Recruit #03230 
City of Virginia Beach – Job Description 
Date of Last Revision: 11-02-2022 

FLSA Status:  Non-Exempt Pay Plan:  General Grade:  Y21 
 
City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social, and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 
Assigned to Virginia Beach EMS Advanced Emergency Medical Technician (A-EMT) training academy 
and responsible for successfully completing the course including certification, release to general 
supervision, and other duties as required within a specified timeframe. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Attend all required A-EMT Academy sessions, other training, clinicals and ride-time assignments on-time 
and prepared. 
 
Learn and demonstrate proficiency in required practical skills in a training, clinical and field setting. 
 
Communicate positively and professionally with instructors, patients, bystanders, citizens, members of the 
emergency health care team, and other public safety personnel, and work seamlessly with both career 
and volunteer personnel. 
 
Complete reports and documentation accurately, efficiently and within required timelines including patient 
care reports, and equipment and apparatus checkoffs. 
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then 
current workloads and department needs. 
 
Performance Standards 
Effectively perform patient care at the Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) level; must maintain a 
passing grade in all psychomotor and didactic A-EMT Academy training at 80% or above and show 
progression towards successful completion of the academy. Failure to maintain an 80% or higher overall 
academy average and/or failure to demonstrate appropriate progression towards successful academy 
completion will be grounds for employment termination; effectively determine and administer appropriate 
pre-hospital emergency medical treatment; determine transport destination of sick and injured patients to 
the most appropriate healthcare facility according to department policy and medical protocol; 
communicate patient turn-over completely and effectively to higher certified provider(s) when necessary 
and with healthcare facility medical team; complete all documentation accurately and within required 
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timelines including detailed patient care reports (verbal and written), equipment and apparatus checkoffs, 
and other required paperwork; maintain strict confidentiality of all patient information, personnel, and 
department information both on and off duty per PHI, HIPAA and other applicable rules, standards, 
policies, SOPs/SOGs, regulations, and laws; exercise care and responsibility for department equipment; 
perform basic maintenance of equipment as necessary; interact tactfully, effectively, and courteously with 
career and volunteer emergency services personnel, citizens, by-standers and potential recruits; 
effectively participate in all A-EMT Academy training, clinicals, and field time; safely operate vehicles in 
both emergency and non-emergency situations; maintain appearance in accordance with department 
standards; demonstrate knowledge of, and adhere to all duties according to City policy, departmental 
guidelines, procedures, protocols, and EMS regulations; demonstrate a commitment to support and 
develop volunteer emergency personnel; effectively mentor basic life support personnel and interns; work 
effectively under the pressure and stress of emergency situations. 

Minimum Qualifications 
Graduation from an accredited high school or GED equivalent. 

Current Commonwealth of Virginia and/or National Registry Emergency Medical Technician certification. 

Must be and remain eligible to function as an Emergency Medical Vehicle Operator in accordance with 
Virginia Department of Health - EMS Regulations and City/Departmental policies. 

Must refrain from using all tobacco products on and off the job. 

Must have a current and valid driver’s license. 

Preferred Qualifications 
At least one (1) year as an active primary patient care provider in a 911 pre-hospital EMS agency as a 
certified EMT. 
 
Experience in a combined (volunteer/career) EMS agency; experience working with volunteers. 
 
Strong verbal and written communications skills. 
 
Special Requirements 

Must be able to work rotating shifts (days/evenings/midnights) including weekends and holidays and be 
available to work overtime when required to meet operational needs. 

 

Except for the A-EMT Academy classroom portion, this position does not have one set location for field 
operations and incumbents can expect to be assigned to, and work at, different stations and from different 
ambulances during clinicals, while being precepted for competencies and after release to general 
supervision.  

 

Must apply for a Commonwealth of Virginia Advanced Emergency Medical Technician (A-EMT) 
certification via reciprocity within seven (7) calendar days of date of hire if incumbent possesses only a 
National Registry A-EMT or Paramedic certification. 
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Non-certified A-EMT Recruits must apply for a Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Medical Technician 
(EMT) certification via reciprocity within seven (7) calendar days of date of hire if incumbent possesses 
only a National Registry EMT certification.  
 
Non-certified A-EMT Recruits must successfully complete the Virginia Beach A-EMT course. Failure to 
pass complete the Virginia Beach A-EMT course will be grounds for employment termination. 
 
Non-certified A-EMT Recruits must pass National Registry A-EMT testing (maximum two (2) attempts) 
within thirty (30) calendar days from A-EMT course completion.  Failure to pass National Registry A-EMT 
testing within established timeframes will be grounds for employment termination.  
 
Must successfully complete the Virginia Beach A-EMT Academy and field training program. Failure to 
complete the Virginia Beach A-EMT Academy and field training program will be grounds for employment 
termination.  
 
Must pass the VBEMS A-EMT Sanctioning Examination within two (2) calendar months from A-EMT 
Academy end date and be released to general supervision as an A-EMT within six (6) months from A-
EMT Academy end date.  Failure to pass the A-EMT Sanctioning Examination or to be released to 
general supervision within established timeframes will be grounds for employment termination.  
 
This position may require that incumbents wear and maintain appropriate personal protective equipment 
such as, but not limited to, respirators, steel toed shoes, hard hats, safety glasses, gloves, or other safety 
attire and equipment in designated areas of risk.  Specific requirements will be determined and 
communicated by the employee’s supervisor based on position assigned. 
 
This is a safety sensitive position and is subject to mandatory drug testing.  Positive drug test results may 
result in counseling and/or discipline, up to and including, termination. 

Alpha I Status:  Positions within this class have been designated as Alpha I positions requiring employees 
to work during inclement weather, regardless of the City’s operational status. 
 
Successful completion of a pre-employment physical and must be classified as fit for employment by the 
Occupational Health Office. 
 
Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A. Knowledge 

1. Knowledge of emergency medical services principles and techniques. 
2. Knowledge of laws, regulations and ordinances pertaining to emergency medical services. 
3. Knowledge of relevant medical protocols. 
4. Knowledge of local emergency medical response system. 
5. Knowledge of the City's topography, road system and traffic patterns. 
6. Knowledge of City and department policies, guidelines, and procedures. 

B. Skills 
1. Skill in performing duties required of a Virginia-certified EMT. 

2. Skill in progressing towards performance as an Advanced-EMT. 
3. Skill in the use of tools and adjuncts associated with pre-hospital patient care at the A-EMT 

level. 
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4. Skill in operating ambulances in non-emergency and emergency conditions. 
5. Skill in the preparation of written and electronic medical reports and forms. 
6. Skill in dealing with people in a variety of situations. 
7. Skill in working side-by-side with both career and volunteer emergency personnel. 
8. Skill in assisting with the management of emergency medical incident scenes. 
9. Skill in using independent judgement when making patient care decisions within the scope 

of local protocols and medical control guidelines. 
10. Skill in operating a computer and using City and department standard software. 

C. Abilities 
1. Ability to work well with others. 
2. Ability to establish and maintain cooperative relationships. 
3. Ability to work in stressful situations including extreme weather environments. 
4. Ability to follow written and oral orders. 
5. Ability to work with both career and volunteer personnel. 
6. Ability to participate in training drills. 
7. Ability to lift 50 pounds or more. 
8. Ability to direct other providers while acting as an attendant-in-charge. 
9. Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing. 
10. Ability to maintain Virginia A-EMT (when obtained), CPR, and other certifications. 

Working Conditions 
Working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental conditions inherent in 
the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements necessary to perform the 
essential functions of positions in the noted job title.  A more detailed description will be made available at 
the position (PCN) level both internally and externally with all posted open positions. 
 
NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
 
 


